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sheep, dog n wolf is a brilliant example of what
you can do with an old tech platform game. the
adventure is filled with fresh gameplay ideas, as

well as the usual left turns, dead ends, and
hidden packages. the voice acting is competent,

if a bit hyper-dramatic, while the cartoonish
theme music is catchy and engaging. and the

puzzling, while not quite challenging, is certainly
never trivial. it takes a bit of strategy to use the
full complement of equipment, but it never gets

aggravating. unlike a lot of platform games,
sheep, dog n wolf never becomes a chore to
complete, as it's fun while it lasts. and like

oddysee before it, sheep raider is an almost
perfect game. while it does get a bit repetitive

(you'd think a game set in the looney tunes
universe would be original), the variety and
depth of the levels make it very appealing.

sheep, dog n wolf is a great game, but it's also
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the perfect, true, classic. it's been around long
enough to become a classic, and it's still fun to

play. gex, one of looney tunes most popular
cartoon characters, returns in this new

adventure. in his quest to rescue his kidnapped
parents, gex must dodge deadly traps and fly

through treacherous environments while using a
plethora of new and classic gadgets. we also

have a new web series for you to download. the
creators of the games you are now going to play

created a new webseries to give an insight on
how they created these amazing games. this was

made by paperbunny, the same company that
made paperbunny: cartoon wars. with gameplay
videos, walkthroughs, faqs, and more, we have
the best place to get games online. we are the
only site where you can find x360ce and looney
tunes: sheep raider all you have to do is follow
the instructions below, x360ce will download

everything, and you are good to go!

Looney Tunes Sheep Raider Pc Download

the premise of the game is as follows: ralph the
wily coyote is out to steal sheep from the farm of
the cunning sam sheepdog. he wants to become
a hero to the other wily coyotes, thus playing a

game of cat and mouse with sam. as stated
before, ralph is an inept thief, and in order to
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become the hero of the other wily coyotes, he
must steal sheep from the farm of sam

sheepdog. he sets out with the sole purpose of
making it back to the farm, and that is only

possible if he outwits sam and manages to steal
all the sheep that are being guarded by the

farm's rather large warden, who also is a very
cunning coyote. the game is fairly

straightforward, as there is little more than ralph
has to do in order to steal all the sheep from the

farm. you get to control ralph, who is able to
move about the world and interact with the
environment, such as using items to solve

puzzles and interact with certain characters,
thereby giving the game a strong 3d feel. while

the game is presented in a 2d view, the player is
free to look about the world as he or she wishes,

and this contributes to the game's difficulty in
some areas. looney tunes sheep raider bin

[slus-01369] rom download is available to play
for playstation. this game is the us english
version at emulatorgames.net exclusively.
download looney toons sheep raider bin

[slus-01369] rom and use it with an emulator.
play online psx game on desktop pc, mobile, and
tablets in maximum quality. if you enjoy this free

rom on emulator games then you will also like
similar titles looney tunes - back in action and 2
in 1 - looney tunes - dizzy driving looney tunes -
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